Dual Coated Fence Post Anchors & Accessories

Drive-In Post Spike
- Used when bolting down fence posts without the need for holes.
- Available in Bolt Grip or Easy Grip design.

Repair Spike
- A single point welded construction.
- Suitable for jacking post outside or where a chase exists.
- Available in Bolt Grip or Easy Grip design.

Bolt Down
- A galvanised fitting used to fix fence posts to concrete bases.
- Available in Bolt Grip or Easy Grip design.

Panel Clip
- A decorative and functional clip for fixing fence posts for hard-wood framing.

Post Cap
- A decorative and functional cap to prevent post from weather staining.

Post Extender
- A single point welded box section.
- Provides extra leg length and increased bearing area.
- Allows easy addition of decorative post caps.

Flush-Fit Bolt Down Shoe
- Suitable for applications where a clean finish is required.
- Can be pressed directly into the top of a concrete post using a mallet or base, in line with the edge of a post or deck.

Concrete In Shoe
- Designed for use when rail is to be fixed directly into a concrete post.

Mortice Arris Rail Bracket (Handed)
- A heavy duty connector used to fix fence rails to concrete posts.
- Designed to be driven into soil.

Support Bracket (Handed)
- A single piece welded box section providing a strong connection to posts.
- Suitable for fixing arris rails to existing concrete base.

Post Support
- A heavy duty galvanised bracket designed for fixing posts to masonry.
- Suitable for fixing fence rails to existing wall, in line with the edge of a deck or post.

Z Clip
- A versatile reinforced bracket for use in 90 degree connections.
- Used to fix fence rails between concrete posts.

Support Bracket
- A sturdy welded shoe designed to secure logs border roll.
- Simply insert the pin into the soil and nail to secure log border roll. Simply designed to be driven into soil.

Knee Rail Bracket
- Designed to be driven into soil.
- Provides a strong connection to rail.
- Suitable for fixing knee rails to posts.

Decking & Garden Construction

Decking Clip
- A hanger galvanised fitting that provides secure easy fixing to deck boards.

Deck Pier Base
- A heavy duty galvanised post hanger.
- Designed to be set into concrete.

Deck to Joint Bracket
- A versatile reinforced bracket for use in 90 degree connections.
- Used to fix fence rails between concrete posts.

Steir Tread Kit
- A 2.5mm thick bracket used to connect stair treads to risers.
- 6 per side of panel.

Angle Bracket
- A galvanised bracket used for use in 90 degree connections.
- Used to join fence rails and posts.

Angle Plate
- A heavy duty galvanised bracket for use in 90 degree connections.
- Designed to secure fence rails to posts.

Hanger (Standard Leg)
- Light gauge galvanized post hanger used to secure fence rails to posts.

Hanger (Short Leg)
- Light gauge galvanized post hanger used to secure fence rails to posts.

Rost Support
- A heavy duty galvanized bracket designed for fixing posts to masonry.
- Suitable for fixing fence rails to existing wall, in line with the edge of a deck or post.

Grounding Board
- A decorative and functional cap to prevent post from weather staining.

Garden Landscaping

Log Roll Pin
- Designed to secure log rolls into soil to secure log border roll.
- Simply drive the pin into the soil and nail through the pre-punched hole into the log border roll.

Corner Bracket Kit
- A heavy duty galvanised fitting to connect and secure armoured hose to posts.

Paving Spacer
- Designed to secure paving slabs or pavers to masonry or concrete bases.

Ground Control Fabric
- For use in broken or rotted timber posts.
- A retail box containing 4 sturdy spikes.

Weed Control Fabric
- Designed to be driven into soil.
- A decorative and functional cap to prevent post from weather staining.

Cubed
- A decorative and functional cap to prevent post from weather staining.

Use PowaPost® Cubes and screws to create:
- BBQ's & Barbecues
- Ponds & Water Features
- Landscape applications
- Tables & Benches
- Garden & Pallet Settings
- Sheds & Shelters

One-Stop-Shop
Complete fixing solutions for Fencing, Decking and Garden Construction